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  Nordmann Engineering
 [image: Nordmann Engineering Logo]Nordmann Engineering was founded in 1986 in Reinach near Basel, Switzerland. The well-being of human beings and materials, i.e.  just the right controllable air humidification was, from day one,  Nordmann’s main objective.

The first products were not just manufactured for use in the professional humidification industry but also for use in wellness facilities such as steam baths, saunas etc.

Innovation was always a driving power at Nordmann, be it with the use of modern technologies and materials or by new methods like for example, the revolutionary and worldwide-patented SC-System that minimises the amount of lime residues in steam cylinders.

Quality was another uncompromising requirement for success. In 1993 Nordmann’s high standard of quality was confirmed by the SQS and Nordmann received the ISO 9001 certificate. This was renewed with the updated ISO 9001:2000 in 2002.

The worldwide distribution of Nordmann products is run exclusively through specially selected, factory trained, independent country representatives. A long list of excellent references from all over the world confirms the good connections to our customers, and Heronhill are no exception, being the specialist distributor in the UK.
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  Nordmann AT4 Steam Humidifier 
 The NORDMANN AT4 generates sterilised, hygienic, odour-free steam. Featuring a wealth of innovative technology, it...
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  Nordmann DC4 Steam Humidifier 
 The NORDMANN DC4 and DC4/2kg adapt to your requirements: injecting steam into the ducting of your ventilation system...
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  Nordmann ES4 Steam Humidifier 
 The Nordmann ES4 generates sterilised, hygienic, odour-free steam. Available with seven practical power levels and in...
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  Nordmann ES4/4 Compact Humidifier 
 Though compact, the ES4/4 delivers all the advantages of the larger models with 4-kg steam output per hour, a mere...
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  Nordmann Fan 4 Steam Blower 
 The NORDMANN steam fan is designed to provide simple, effective humidification and can be placed directly on the...
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  Nordmann HBN Duct Humidistat 
 The Nordmann HBN duct humidistat is to be used for the on/off control of the Nordmann AT4, the Nordmann RC4/DC4 and...
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  Nordmann HSN Room Humidistat 
 The HSN room humidistat is to be used for On/Off regulation of the Nordmann AT4, the Nordmann RC4/DC4 and the...
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  Nordmann NDC Duct Sensor 
 The Nordmann NDC is a duct mounted humidity sensor for use with the AT4 and DC4 humidifiers.
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  Nordmann NHD Duct Sensor 
 The Nordmann NHD digital duct humidistat (on/off) is compatible with AT4, RC/DC4 and ES4 humidifiers. It can also be...
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  Nordmann NRC Room Sensor 
 The Nordmann NRC is a wall mounted humidity sensor for use with the AT4 and RC4 humidifiers.
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  Nordmann NRP Wall Mounted Humidity Sensor 
 Digital room humidistat (on/off) can be used with Nordmann AT4, RC/DC4 and ES4 humidifiers and as a maximum...
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  Nordmann PI Controller & NDC Duct Sensor 
 The Nordmann PI controller and NDC duct mounted sensor is designed to be used with the Nordmann ES4 steam humidifier.
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  Nordmann RC4 Steam Humidifier 
 The NORDMANN RC4 and RC4/2kg adapt to your requirements: as direct humidification in laboratories, conference and...

  View 
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	 Customer Sign In	Prestashop	 This module creates a cookie that keeps a user logged into the site. This cookie is essential to being able to login to the website and if it is not enabled a user will not be able to access their account area, see any orders they have placed, update billing and delivery address information, see gift vouchers and more. This module creates a cookie that keeps a user logged into the site. This cookie is essential to being able to login to the website and if it is not enabled a user will not be able to access their account area, see any orders they have placed, update billing and delivery address information, see gift vouchers and more.	30 Days	   Allow
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